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Abstract
EMMA (Electron Machine with Many Applications) is
a prototype non-scaling electron FFAG hosted at
Daresbury Laboratory [1,2]. NS-FFAGs related to EMMA
have an unprecedented potential for medical accelerators
for carbon and proton hadron therapy. They could also be
used as the accelerator for a sub-critical reactor. We
summarise the design and commissioning of both the
injection and extraction lines for this machine.

depending on the amount of RF focussing from the
ALICE linac cavities (a function of their gradient) and
how far off-crest they are (a function of their relative
phase). The rest of the line after the tomography section
can be used to optimise the energy dependent injection
parameters into the ring.
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INJECTION LINE
The ALICE (Accelerators and Lasers In Combined
Experiments) to EMMA injection line, shown in Fig. 1,
consists of a dogleg to extract the beam from the ALICE
accelerator, a tomography section and finally a short
dispersive section consisting of two dipoles, prior to the
injection septum. The tomography section consists of a
matching region which includes four quadrupoles
followed by the diagnostic itself. The purpose of this
section is to provide a quick and precise measurement of
the Twiss parameters, emittance and transverse profiles.
This also creates a fixed point in the line after which, if
the tomography section is matched correctly, the Twiss
parameters at all energies should be the same. This is
useful because of the requirement to inject at a range of
energies, which gives rise to different Twiss parameters
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: ALICE to EMMA injection line.
In order to improve the study of the physics of nsFFAGs, it is important to minimise the energy spread of
the beam at the start of the injection line. By carefully
choosing the phases of the ALICE linac cavities, it has
been possible to achieve an energy spread less than 0.05%
(<7 keV at 15 MeV). The energy spread from the injector
is minimised by adjusting the booster linac phase while
monitoring the beam size on a YAG screen in a high
dispersion region. The beam size is given by
=
+

, where

is the beam size in the absence

of dispersion, is the dispersion and the energy spread.
Thus in a high dispersion region, this is dominated by the
contribution from the energy spread.
The energy spread at a YAG screen in the injection line
is then minimised by varying the RF phases of the two
main linac cavities around the combination of gradient
and off-crest angles that give the correct energy. The
design beta functions and dispersion in the EMMA
injection line is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively,
together with the YAG screen used highlighted in green.

Figure 2: EMMA injection line layout and beta functions.
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Non-scaling Fixed-Field Alternating Gradient (nsFFAG) accelerators were first conceived to provide very
rapid acceleration for muon beams and have since been
further developed for a wide range of potential
applications. These range from the next generation of
high-energy proton and heavy-ion accelerators; accurate
and cost-effective particle beam cancer therapy machines
(such as PAMELA [3]); to the accelerator component of
Accelerator-Driven Subcritical (nuclear) Reactors
(ADSR). EMMA, currently being commissioned at
Daresbury Laboratory, in the UK, is an electron-model of
an ns-FFAG designed and built to demonstrate the
operation of such machines. Successful commissioning
and operation of EMMA is a world’s first for this new
concept in accelerator design.
For their application in ADSRs, fission is enabled by
high-energy proton beams spallating neutrons from a
target embedded in a thorium-fuelled reactor [4]. NsFFAGs have also been adopted as the baseline design for
an international neutrino factory [5]. Critical to the
successful demonstration of EMMA [6] is the operation
of its complex injection and extraction systems, whose
design is summarised in [7] and in practice in this paper.
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Dareesbury Laboraatory [8], was used to calculate all thee
injecction parametters (septum strength an
nd angle andd
kicker strengths). Other studies of injection and
a extractionn
into the EMMA ring [9, 10] uusing differen
nt codes givee
broaadly similar results.
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Figure 3: Disspersion in thee EMMA injeection line, witth the
YAG screen used highlighhted in green.
A sample of the imagess recorded on the YAG is shhown
in Fig. 4.

Co
ommissioningg and operation of the complicatedd
injecction and exxtraction pulsed-magnets scheme hass
proceeded well. The
T measured response of th
he magnets iss
in lin
ne with their design specifi
fications. By reconstructing
r
g
the injection orbiit from the pposition and angle of thee
injeccted bunch affter the exit oof the septum
m, the magnett
desig
gn can be cheecked. The reequired streng
gth of the twoo
kickers to take thhe beam on too the design orbit
o
was thenn
calcu
ulated and is shown in Figg. 6. The calcculated kickerr
stren
ngth is not exxactly the sam
me as the meaasured valuess
requ
uired for goodd injection, buut are broadly
y similar, withh
the differences
d
due to the speciffics tuning of the lattice.
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F phase either side (left & right)
r
Figure 4: Vaariation of RF
of minimum energy spreadd (middle).
By plottinng the beam size versus the RF phasse, as
shown in Figg. 5, we see that
t
the minim
mum lies at arround
two degrees off-crest.
Figu
ure 6: Injecttion region orbit, two normal cellss
(cou
urtesy D. Kelliiher).
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Figgure 5: Beam size
s vs. off-creest angle.
So far the
t
full opttimisation foor energy sppread
minimisationn has only beeen done for 155 MeV and 200 pC.
This has nott yet been reppeated at otheer energies, buut the
variation in uncorrelatedd energy sprread with ennergy
should be minimal
m
as com
mpared to thee correlated ennergy
spread that iss controlled with
w the linac RF
R phase.

Th
he primary puurpose of the E
EMMA extracction line is too
makee diagnostic measuremennts that cann
not be madee
with
hin the ring. Thhus it is necesssary for this line
l to be ablee
to trransport any energy
e
from 110 (the minim
mum injectionn
energ
gy) to 20 MeeV (the maxim
mum design energy), withh
the beam cominng from annywhere with
hin the fulll
acceptance of the EMMA ring.
It consists of an
a extraction septum, with
h the inducedd
dispeersion closed by severral quadrupo
ole magnets,,
follo
owed by a dipole form
ming an irreg
gular doglegg
arran
ngement, as shhown in Fig. 77.
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Figurre 7: EMMA eextraction linee.
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As part of this dogleg there is a YAG screen, which
together with another screen in the following post-dipole
dispersion-free straight, is used to measure the energy.
In the straight following the dogleg there are
quadrupole magnets to match the beam either directly into
a tomography section or into a proposed future transverse
deflecting cavity. The tomography section is identical to
that in the injection line, thus allowing the effect EMMA
has on the projected transverse emittance and the
transverse profiles to be determined accurately.
Between the tomography section and the spectrometer
dipole, there is an Electro-Optic (EO) diagnostic to
measure the bunch length and longitudinal profile [11].
After the spectrometer dipole there is also a Faraday cup
for charge measurements.
Knowing that the revolution time is roughly 55.3 ns, it
is possible to extract after an arbitrary number of turns by
changing the strength of the two extraction kickers in
coordinated steps, as shown in Fig. 8. The extraction
septum has a pulse length much greater than the
revolution time of the ring, and so does not need to be
carefully set.
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without its complex injection and extraction schemes also
performing well. Progress with the analysis of
tomographic data from the injection line is underway [12]
and measurement of the beam energy in the extraction
line has been critical in demonstrating that acceleration of
the injected beam has been achieved, Fig 9 and [13].

Figure 9: Extraction on the first YAG screen (L), the
fourth (R); with RF (top), without RF (below).

Figure 8: Scope display: first injection kicker (yellow),
both extraction kickers (magenta and green) and the BPM
signal from successive passes of the beam (cyan).
The action of the injection kicker is too early and
cannot be seen in Fig. 8, whereas the effect of the
extraction kickers is evident.
The first complete extraction, together with consistent
extracted energy measurements, took place on the 17th
April 2011. The images recorded in Fig. 9 are taken on
the first and fourth YAG screens in the extraction line both with RF (septum: 5.7 V, dipole: 4.238 A) and
without RF (septum: 8.881 V, dipole: 7.13 A). These show
that EMMA accelerated the injected beam by a factor of
1.68 from a momentum of 12.5 (± 0.1) MeV/c at injection
to 21 (± 1) MeV/c at extraction. The dipole field was used
in this calculation as it gave a more consistent
measurement of beam energy than the septum field, due
to the variation in trajectory inside the septum, which
varies strongly with ring energy.

CONCLUSION
The successful commissioning of EMMA, the world’s
first ns-FFAG accelerator, would have been impossible
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